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Migration and ethnicity in Upper Silesia. A global history of a German-Czech-Polish borderland  

I am currently writing a book about migration from, in, and to Upper Silesia in the period from the 

1850s until today. The question of how mobility flows have evoked a sense of belonging among 

migrants and their descendants is essential as well as the impact on communities, which have 

experienced a significant loss of inhabitants. The major goal of my research in Brazil was twofold. On 

the one hand, I discussed the final chapter of my book dealing with the Upper Silesian autonomy 

movement as a result of “cultural trauma” after the collapse of communism in Poland 1989/1990. On 

the other hand, one chapter in the book examines bi-local chain migration from the Upper Silesian 

villages next to Opole to the Brazilian colonies located close to Curitiba. 

Cultural trauma and the Upper Silesian autonomy movement after the collapse of communism in 

Poland  

The Upper Silesians, a specific regional population of the German-Czech-Polish borderland, are mostly 

unknown to scholars. In the age of nation-building, marked by the unification of Germany in 1871 and 

the establishment of Czechoslovakia and modern Poland in 1918, they were permanently claimed by 

the contending nationalisms of the three aspirant nation-states, which strove to convert "their" Upper 

Silesians to "real" Germans, Czechs or Poles. The region was partitioned after the World War I and, 

eventually, almost entirely attached to Poland after World War II. 

My current research focuses on how transnational migration and mobility have influenced the self-

understanding and self-identification of people in the contested region. A key chapter of the book 

deals with the current situation in the region and focuses on a new understanding of ethnicity and 

nation in Upper Silesia. This is where the concept of cultural trauma, formulated by Piotr Sztompka, 

has a practical use in my research. I argue that the fall of communism in Upper Silesia and the radical 

and precarious circumstances closely related to it – the exodus of about 500.000 Upper Silesians to 

Germany between 1987 and 1991 and the economic collapse of the leading (coal mining and steel) 

industries – have sparked a crisis of collective identity. A new social movement was one of the answers. 

Since then, the Upper Silesian autonomy movement has tried hard to establish cultural and economic 

autonomy for the region within the Polish state – an exceptional idea in highly centralized and 

nationally homogeneous Poland. 

In various parts of Europe – in Upper Silesia, Catalonia, the Basque Country, Scotland, Wallonia, and 

Flanders – autonomy movements have been on the rise. The Upper Silesian claim for regional 

autonomy fits into the existing trend, but is a distinct phenomenon. The Silesian Autonomy Movement 



 
 

was established in 1990 and used to be seen as ridiculous and marginal gathering, at least until it 

transpired during the 2002 census in Poland that 173,000 people chose to describe themselves as 

Silesians rather than Poles. Only ten years later, the next census has shown that over 800.000 people 

declared themselves as Silesians. This is a huge number for a region of about 5 million people and in a 

nation-state regarding itself in terms of ethnicity almost exclusively Polish. For the leading Polish 

politicians, the effort of Upper Silesians and their increasingly powerful autonomy movement are 

simply a "German option in disguise". Even as a dedicated member of the European Union and a well-

established, stable and modern democracy, the Polish state is still afraid of national disloyalty on behalf 

of some fractions of its citizens. As of today, the Silesian Autonomy Movement is represented in the 

regional parliament as a minor coalition partner for two consecutive legislature periods and has still 

been growing. The Movement has won four seats in the 2014 regional elections (about 120,000 votes). 

That is a substantial achievement over three seats in the 2010 elections and no representation at all in 

2006. Is the Upper Silesian regionalism indeed a danger for the integrity of the Polish state and 

democracy? 

For the book chapter I dealt with at USP, I was looking at the Upper Silesian activities towards more 

federal, regional and locally rooted governance model and how far they are a chance for Poland. I 

discussed the issue of Upper Silesia becoming a pioneer in decentralizing some inefficient areas of the 

Polish democracy. Simultaneously, I examined how far the idea of the new self-understanding of the 

region has been a result of the cultural trauma after the fall of communism in Poland. Following 

Sztompka, I explored the process of adaptation and innovative power caused by a cultural trauma 

leading to a new social movement, which asks for cultural re-definition. The Silesian Autonomy 

Movement propagates a new concept of “we-ness” based on dynamic self-identification and a new 

ethnic self-understanding. From this perspective, ethnic identity is perceived as a dynamic, historical 

and fluid notion similar to ideas conceptualized by Roger Brubaker and Frederick Cooper (Beyond 

“Identity”, 2000). They stress that identity is “used by political entrepreneurs to persuade people to 

understand themselves, their interests, and their predicaments in a certain way, to persuade certain 

people that they are (for certain purposes) ‘identical’ with one another and at the same time different 

from others, and to organize and justify collective action along certain lines.” The quote perfectly 

describes a widespread understanding of national identity in Poland, which has been currently 

contested by the Silesian Autonomy Movement. National identity is perceived by Poles as universal, 

substantial and essential not as historical, fragmented and dynamic. This kind of understanding is still 

overwhelmingly influential in Poland today, particularly for processes of cultural othering: You are 

either exclusively part of one nation/culture or part of one another nation/culture. There is no in-

between zone, no dynamic, no change. At this point, it was crucial to compare the history of cultural 

othering in (Central) Europe, important for the Polish nation-building process, with the emergence of 



 
 

cultural difference outside the “Western world”. This is where the specific Brazilian experience came 

into play. Staying at USP, I learned much about “Western” understanding of cultural difference through 

the South American/Brazilian historical experience. I studied practices of imposing collective 

categories and making cultural differences by a new Brazilian state built up to a certain level through 

migrants and how local, dynamically changing population reacted to it. At USP, I had excellent 

opportunities for valuable collaboration and interaction with academic staff and Ph.D. students. The 

experience of being part of USP academic culture enables me to show the “Western” concept of 

cultural othering as a historical, dynamic and not as universal, essential concept. 

Migration and mobility from Upper Silesia to Brazil in the late 19th century 

Thanks to Professor Laura Izarra and the SPECTRESS scholarship I was able to take part in a conference 

which took place at the USP’s Department of History and dealt with my research subject “Diásporas 

Globais & Migrações Contemporâneas”. I contributed to discussions and delivered a paper on my 

research, entitled “Peasants' Migrations from Polish-German Borderlands and National Identities in 

the Making, 1890s-1930s.” This was undoubtedly a very stimulating part of my secondment, also in 

term of being part of local academic culture and learning about South American ways of discussing and 

exchanging.  

I also had inspiring meetings within the USP’s German Studies. I discussed German migration flows to 

the Brazilian South with Professor Joachim Steffen and Professor Helmut Galle. I also got an insight 

into a specific “Romanian” memory of historical migration from Moldova surprisingly cultivated by 

decedents of migrants with Polish or German family names, as I was instructed by Manuela Burghelea, 

a Ph.D student from Romania, studying in France and being on a research scholarship in Brazil. These 

meetings and discussions gave me the opportunity to review my research on migration memory 

represented and cultivated by my “target group” – Polish-speaking Prussian migrants from Upper 

Silesia. 

During the second part of my Brazilian secondment, I stayed in Curitiba, in the Province of Paraná. The 

2-million-city gives a much more European impression than Sao Paulo. I had several meetings at the 

Universidade Federal do Paraná and I am very grateful to Professor Aleksandra Piasecka-Till (Polish 

Studies) and Professor Izabela Drozdowska-Broering (Polish Studies and dpd digital project) for their 

support and contacts to other researchers. Particularly, the dbp digital project – German-Language 

Press in Brazil is highly interesting for my research goals. It aims at discovering, preserving, digitizing 

and making available German-language periodicals from the period of 1836 to 1938 located in Brazil. 

Eventually, users will be able to visualize these periodicals in digital format, as they are systematically 

cataloged.  



 
 

The major focus of my stay in Curitiba was on the history of migration from Upper Silesia. Through the 

1870s, 1880s, and 1890s several thousand people from the Prussian Province of Silesia, district Oppeln, 

moved to Santa Catarina and Paraná. I found descendants of the first migrant families and interviewed 

them in a mix of some Portuguese, Polish and English. Moreover, I collected a good deal of historical 

sources like documents, shipping lists, slot maps, newspapers, and letters. I visited several colonies: 

Santa Candida, Pilarzinho, Abranches, Thomaz Coelho, Araucária, and Murici. This was undoubtedly a 

very fruitful part of my research trip. It is going to be a fascinating chapter in my book based on this 

material; Santa Candida is particularly suitable for a thick description. I am extremely thankful to my 

contact persons and interviewees who helped me with providing historical sources and organizing 

additional interviews: Danusia Walesko, Domiciano Spisla, and Jaime Sluga. 

I also traced Polish-Brazilian communities not directly related to migration flows from Upper Silesia. I 

met Ulisses Iarochinski, a descendant of Polish migrants from the Eastern part of Poland who left for 

Brazil in 1906. It was a fruitful exchange on several specific topics. Ulisses is currently writing a book 

summarizing all migration flows from Polish territories to Brazil (Polacos do Brasil. A Etnia em 

Números). Mafalda Sikora from the colony Dom Pedro was another local historian I met in Curitiba. 

She is a descendant of Polish migrants from Galicia who came to Brazil in the 1880s. She established a 

local Polish museum in Dom Pedro (Museu da Etnia Polonesa) and gave me a stimulating insight into 

Dom Pedro’s past and present. Later, I visited an exhibition in the colony Muricí (História da Imigração 

Polonesa na Colônia Murici) accompanied by its author, Cecilia Szenkowicz Holtman. In Thomaz 

Coehlo, I spent a fruitful afternoon in Memorial da Imigração Polonesa. 

I am extremely grateful for the opportunity provided by the Spectress programme to research in Brazil. 

My current book project will benefit tremendously from experiences and historical sources I gathered 

in Sao Paulo and Curitiba! 

 

 


